DELL EMC VDI COMPLETE SOLUTIONS
Powered by Horizon
A better way to buy and support virtual desktops and apps

Accelerate desktop and application delivery with a superior solution stack and pay as you grow

Looking for a simple, low-cost, and risk-free way to get started with desktop and application virtualization?

Look no further. Dell, Dell EMC, VMware and NVIDIA are pleased to announce additional options to the Dell EMC VDI Complete Solutions, infrastructure to endpoint solutions that you can **build or buy** for as little as $11 per user per month** for Horizon 7, and $7 per Hosted Apps session** for Horizon Apps. Take advantage of a superior stack and simply plug in, power up, and provision virtual desktops in under an hour, or instantly deliver, update or retire apps to users with Horizon Apps.

VDI Complete features either Horizon 7 for those that need both virtual desktops and applications, or Horizon Apps for those that only need virtual (published) applications. Both Horizon 7 and Horizon Apps feature tight integration with the infrastructure stack, including JMP technologies from VMware (Instant Clones, App Volumes and User Environment Manager). This allows you to create and destroy fully customized desktops and RDS hosts in seconds – enabling you to deliver Just-in-Time desktops and applications that bring speed, scale, savings, and simplicity to desktop and app delivery. Experience no hassle, zero downtime updates for your desktop, apps and infrastructure.

Enable a rich user experience across a wide range of network conditions and devices. And call one company for all your support needs. Choose from additional options for all-in-one fully customizable configurations, and add Dell’s Wyse thin clients or OptiPlex micro form factor desktops for a complete infrastructure to endpoint environment. What's more, you can take advantage of the Dell EMC **Flexible Consumption Model** from Dell Financial Services with multiple leasing and monthly financing options that allow you to start small and predictably pay as you grow.

Simply buy these options from a single company – Dell/Dell EMC. VDI Complete includes options for completely customizable solutions are fully supported infrastructure to endpoint by Dell EMC ProSupport to give you a low-risk way to get the help you need, every step of the way. With over 30 years of serving customers of all sizes across the globe with desktop and application virtualization solutions, Dell EMC has the expertise, knowledge and resources to make your deployment a success. Why make five phone calls to support your end user computing environment—when you can simply call one company? Our VDI Complete options, powered by VMware Horizon and NVIDIA, are your one stop shop to a better path forward with virtualized desktop and application infrastructure with optional virtualized graphics, and dedicated application virtualization.
With NVIDIA Tesla M10 and GRID software◊, you are able to deliver to graphics accelerated immersive user experiences to drive greater productivity for all types of users, from office workers to mobile professionals to designers. From graphics-accelerated productivity applications running on Windows 10 to workstation grade desktops running professional CAD/CAM applications, VDI Complete powered by NVIDIA GRID allows you to flexibly allocate the optimal amount of graphics horsepower and deliver a customized graphics experience for each user is now available with a price per user per month of $22 per user per month**. Furthermore, cost savings are recognized with reduced help desk support costs with performance that delights users and predictably scale your graphics resources on-demand to optimize total cost of ownership of your infrastructure assets and drive greater business agility.

Enhance user’s mobility and streamline user workflows through collaboration on centralized data set while ensuring data security and data integrity.

For all VDI Complete options, with pricing per seat and hosted sessions per month on each option, please visit http://www.vdicompletesolutions.com and register for additional information and resources**.

◊ NVIDIA GRID is required software available through Dell S&P or directly from NVIDIA with NVIDIA support.